
https://youtu.be/SAPrF4PhfTE



What it is and 

what it is not…

Not all dementias are created 

equal

Current state, everyone is 

impacted

How the person living with it 

does/does not change

Casts a vision for a desirable and 

achievable future

The role it plays in your business

Check your thinking.

Is it possible to do better?

How to apply this new 

information

Develop inter-disciplinary 

plans to progress

Ready, Set, Grow!

Whole workforce 

involvement

Be a part of something 

bigger than yourself

A foothold for the future of 

your customers & business





Yes!

Older adults (with and without dementia)

Their families/responsible parties

Everyone inside your business

Everyone outside your business



• Older adult living with dementia

• Older adult without dementia

• Money is no object

Residents

• Decision maker

• Non-decision makers influence decisions

• Trust is essential

Families

• Your greatest asset

• ROI (time and money)

• Conduit for the cause

Everyone inside your organization

• Referrals (obviously!)

• Build your business’ reputation

Everyone outside your organization



Increase 
Retention

* Move-in appropriate residents with a solid plan of care from the beginning

* Fewer pharmacological interventions, reducing unintended side effects

* Outcome of dignity and respect shown to residents in interactions with your team and other residents

* Average life span in MC is 16 months, may be able to extend to 18-20 months 

(@ $5k/month x 10 residents x 4 month extension = $200,000 additional revenue)

Increase Move-ins

* A community of Subject Matter Experts is highly marketable

* A better understanding of the person, needs, and experiences allows for more interpersonal connection pre-admission

* Move in appropriate residents at earlier stages of disease process

* People want to feel safe, understood, and have a purpose

Premier Product

* Resident engagement, services, and amenities tailor made for your customer

* Generate a reputation of connectedness and understanding for ALL residents

* You’re a notch above, don’t discount that!

* Programing, Culinary, Concierge services, Relationships - it’s everyone’s job





Increase Trust & 
Repeat Business

* Get connected to extended family - Families and close friends influence the decision maker/responsible party

* Raw emotions, small closets, laundry done wrong, “unauthorized shopping”… Whole quality of life goes a long way! 

Reduce Stress
* Listen… really listen

* Filter through your knowledge of dementia to deepen your understanding as you listen

* Consider type of dementia and time to learn when making transition to Memory Care

Hope for the future
* Joy in seeing elders develop a new relationship with time.  It’s often pleasurable to see a loved one enjoying life.

* Cast a vision for a desirable future, positivity is attainable

* Can’t change the disease process, can get comfortable getting involved elsewhere.







Increase Buy-In

* Provide a forum for exchange of information – everyone has a valuable voice

* Long-term Loyalty - 75% of employees are likely to commit to a company for five years when offered chances for career 
development and skill training.

* >55% of Americans (18 to 25 years) say “making a difference” is essential to their career decisions.

Reduce Expenses

* Team members who are emotionally connected to the work and the people are less likely to seek other employment 
opportunities

* Research shows that nearly one-third of employee turnover is due to a lack of development opportunities. 

(costs $10,000 to $15,000 per employee)

Dementia-Capable 
Workforce

* Personalized interactions increases connection between team and residents (increases resident retention too!)

* Higher capacity for the adoption of new methods and technologies

* Increase job satisfaction and moral → increased productivity, safety, and ability to attract higher caliber talent



Investor Partners 
are customers too!

*  Reputation equals revenue

- increased referrals, increased resident retention, and decreased turnover → directly impacts revenue growth

Referrals
* Non-paid referrals – Yes please!

*Shows your heart that prioritizes people

Reputation
* Become an authority in your field

* Helps your company’s social purposes



• Penalties for not providing basic training varies greatly

More than a state requirement

• 6 million Americans today → 13 million in 2050

Customer base (AD diagnosis) is growing

• Up-front cost of training, time, material, resources – all of 
which generate long-term, measurable and 
immeasurable benefits

Sustainability


